Release Notes for Version 7.0.8119
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Customer View

Fix

When saving a customer with duplicate values (name, phone, etc.) and the user accepts the prompt to merge, "External
Lookup" values are not included in the merged customer

SPOT

Exports and Utilities

Fix

The price table import utility was creating a *.MES file with only one department, category, & item

SPOT

Home Page

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Pending CC Payments' batch prompt popup to include note about the 'CC Batch
by Store' report having more information
Added a message referring the user to the Pending CC Batch By Store report in CC Batch Pending reminder popup.

SPOT

Mapping

New Feature

SPOT - Integrate Telogis Mapping for most recent maps with wrapper
Updated with custom Telogis wrapper for SPOT, enabling newer Geobase components and maps.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Using the Split button while marking in orders for a customer whose clothes were picked up at a locker bank caused the later
invoices to lose the link to the locker bank

SPOT

Notification Center

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like the notification center prompt to save the acknowledgments if I select the 'Cancel' or X
When closing Notification Center with the "X" in the window caption, SPOT will now prompt to save any changes.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

The Store/Route/Locker selection screen in Order View was not initializing properly if the invoice store was not on the first
page of stores

SPOT

Search

Addition to Existing
Feature

The ability to scan temporary tags in bags retrieved from locker banks to look up the customer has been added to SPOT.
The barcodes must be scanned when the lookup screen is using Extended Lookup as the search field.

SPOT

Tags

Addition to Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like my tag template to show the production promise date
Added PROD versions of the existing promised date related tag tokens. These version will use the production promised date
instead of the customer promised date.
@PRODDAYOFMONTH
@PRODTIME
@PRODDAY1
@PRODDAY
@PRODMONTHNUMBER
@PRODMONTHNAME

